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    Hello, my name is Sam. I want to talk about changing my job to do something I really like. For 

a long time, I worked in a place that was ok but didn’t make me happy. I loved graphic design and 

always did it as a hobby. I thought, why not do what I love for work? 

    Deciding to change was a stressful for me. I was scared of not having enough money and maybe 

not being good at my new job. But I didn’t want to stay unhappy. So, I talked to my family and 

they told me to go for it. 

    I started taking a course in graphic design while still working. It was hard to manage everything. 

However, I was excited. I got better and started making my own designs. Now I am working 

towards becoming a graphic designer. I have learned that it is important to do what make us happy. 

 Part one: 

1) Give a title to the text: Sam’s job. 

2) Who is the writer? Sam. 

3) Was he happy in his job? No, he was not. 

4) What does he want to be? A Graphic designer. 

5) Is he happy now? Yes, he is. 

6) What the underlined words refer to: 

A) I : Sam                                            B) They: Sam’s family. 

7) Match each word with its antonym: 

Happy                   Calm 

Scared                  Brave 

Excited                  Sad 
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 Part two: 

1) Extract from the text :  

A) A preposition: at. 

B) A Noun: Sam. 

2) Change the verb into the right form 

A) She (to eat)     eats                        breakfast every morning. Present 

B) He (to visit)       visited                          his grandmother last weekend. Past 

C) They (to finish)          have finished                          their homework. Present perfect. 

 Part three. 

 What do you do in your free time (your hobbies). Give examples. 
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